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a b s t r a c t

A general electrode–electrolyte-assembly (EEA) model has been developed, which is valid for different
designs of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) operating at different temperatures. In this study, it is applied to
analyze the performance characteristics of planar anode-supported SOFCs. One of the novel features of
the present model is its treatment of electrodes. An electrode in the present model is composed of two
distinct layers referred to as the backing layer and the reaction zone layer. The other important feature of
the present model is its flexibility in fuel, having taking into account the reforming and water–gas shift
reactions in the anode. The coupled governing equations of species, charge and energy along with the
constitutive equations in different layers of the cell are solved using finite volume method. The model can
predict all forms of overpotentials and the predicted concentration overpotential is validated with mea-
sured data available in literature. It is found that in an anode-supported SOFC, the cathode overpotential
node-supported SOFC is still the largest cell potential loss mechanism, followed by the anode overpotential at low current den-
sities; however, the anode overpotential becomes dominant at high current densities. The cathode and
electrolyte overpotentials are not negligible even though their thicknesses are negligible relative to the
anode thickness. Even at low fuel utilizations, the anode concentration overpotential becomes significant
when chemical reactions (reforming and water–gas shift) in the anode are not considered. A parametric
study has also been carried out to examine the effect of various key operating and design parameters on

ode-s
the performance of an an

. Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are receiving considerable
ttention for stationary power applications due to their high
nergy efficiency, low pollutant emissions, fuel flexibility, and
o-generation capability. Among various configurations in which
OFCs exist, two common configurations are tubular and planar.
lthough significant progresses have been made for the tubular
onfiguration of SOFC, tubular SOFC has low power density due
o high electrical resistance arising from long current paths [1]. In
ontrast, the planar configuration of SOFC is capable of achieving
ery high power density [1,2]. However, due to high temperature
peration, there exist technical challenges for planar SOFCs, such as
equirement of high temperature gas seals, high material and man-

facturing costs. Therefore, it is important to reduce the operating
emperature to an intermediate range (823–1073 K), often referred
o as intermediate-temperature SOFCs; then, conventional stainless
teel can be used for interconnects instead of more expensive high

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: x6li@uwaterloo.ca (X. Li).

378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2008.12.121
upported planar SOFCs.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

chrome alloys or oxides, and the material and manufacturing costs
can be reduced significantly [3,4].

Planar SOFCs are generally fabricated into two basic designs,
namely electrolyte-supported and electrode-supported. In
electrolyte-supported SOFCs, electrolyte is the thickest com-
ponent on which anode and cathode layers are deposited. Since
electrolyte is the thickest component, the ohmic contribution of
the electrolyte layer is significant in electrolyte-supported SOFCs;
therefore, they are applicable for high temperature operation
with the typical electrolyte material, which is yttria stabilized
zirconia (YSZ) [5]. On the other hand, in electrode-supported
SOFCs, either anode or cathode is the thickest component on which
all other layers are deposited. Among electrode-supported SOFCs,
anode-supported design is preferred over cathode-supported
design for operation at reduced temperatures. This is due to higher
contribution of cathode overpotentials to the total cell potential
loss than the anode, especially at reduced operating temperatures

[5,6].

The processes influencing an SOFC performance in different lay-
ers of the cell are complex, competing and interdependent. Because
of expensive and time consuming physical prototyping, experimen-
tal advances are quite limited. Hence, to enhance the development

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:x6li@uwaterloo.ca
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2008.12.121
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Nomenclature

Av reactive surface area per unit volume (m2 m−3)
cH2 hydrogen concentration (mole m−3)
cH2,ref

reference hydrogen concentration (mole m3)

cO2 oxygen concentration (mole m−3)
cO2,ref

reference oxygen concentration (mole m−3)
cpi specific heat of species i at constant pressure

(J mole−1 K−1)
dp diameter of the pore (�m)
Dij binary diffusion coefficient (m2 s−1)
DKn,i Knudsen diffusion coefficient (m2 s−1)
Deff

ij effective diffusion coefficient (m2 s−1)

F Faraday’s constant (96,487 C mole−1)
hi absolute enthalpy of species i (J mole−1)
J current density (A m−2)
Je electronic current density (A m−2)
Ji ionic current density (A m−2)
JH2
0,ref

reference exchange current density for H2 oxidation

(A m−2)
JO2
0,ref

reference exchange current density for O2 reduction

(A m−2)
k thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1)
kel thermal conductivity of pure electron-conducting

particles (W m−1 K−1)
kf thermal conductivity of fluid mixture (W m−1 K−1)
ki thermal conductivity of pure component i

(W m−1 K−1)
kio thermal conductivity of pure electron-conducting

particles (W m−1 K−1)
ks thermal conductivity of solid phase of backing layers

(W m−1 K−1)
kbr backward reaction rate constant for reforming reac-

tion (mole m−3 Pa−2 s−1)
kfr forward reaction rate constant for reforming reac-

tion (mole m−3 Pa−2 s−1)
kbs backward reaction rate constant for shift reaction

(mole m−3 Pa−2 s−1)
kfs forward reaction rate constant for shift reaction

(mole m−3 Pa−2 s−1)
Kp equilibrium constant for partial pressure
Kpr equilibrium constant for reforming reaction
Kps equilibrium constant for shift reaction
Mi molecular weight of species i (kg mole−1)
n moles of electrons transferred per mole reactant
nel number fraction of electron-conducting particles in

the reaction zone layers
nio number fraction of ion-conducting particles in the

reaction zone layers
nt total number of particles in the reaction zone layers

per unit volume m−3)
Ni molar flux of species i (mole m−2 s−1)
p pressure (Pa)
pel probability of percolation of electron-conducting

particles in reaction zone layers
pio probability of percolation of ion-conducting parti-

cles in reaction zone layers
pi partial pressure of species i (Pa)
q heat flux (W m−2)
rel radius of electron-conducting particles in the reac-

tion zone layers (m)
rio radius of ion-conducting particles in the reaction

zone layers (m)

ri rate of reaction (mole m−2 s−1)
rr volumetric reforming reaction rate (kg m−3 s−1)
rs volumetric shift reaction rate (kg m−3 s−1)
R universal gas constant (8.3143 J mole−1 K−1)
Ra volumetric current density produced due to hydro-

gen oxidation (A m−3)
Rc volumetric current density produced due to oxygen

reduction (A m−3)
�s̄H2 molar entropy change for an overall fuel cell reaction

involving hydrogen (J mole−1 K−1)
�s̄o molar entropy change for a reaction at standard

pressure (J mole−1 K−1)
Ṡe rate of production or consumption of energy

(W m−3)
Ṡs,i rate of production or consumption of species i

(mole m−3 s−1)
T temperature (K)
xi mole fraction of species i
Z average coordination number
Zel coordination number of electron-conducting parti-

cles in the reaction zone layers
Zio coordination number of ion-conducting particles in

the reaction zone layers

Greek symbols
˛ charge transfer coefficient
�H2 reaction order for hydrogen oxidation reaction
ε porosity
� electrode activation overpotential (anode or cath-

ode) (V)
� contact angle between electron- and ion-

conducting particles in the reaction zone layers
� ionic conductivity (S m−1)
�i dynamic viscosity of pure component i (kg m−1 s−1)
	H2 stoichiometric coefficient of H2 involved in the oxi-

dation reaction
	O2 stoichiometric coefficient of OH2 involved in the

reduction reaction

 fraction of entropy change of the overall SOFC reac-

tion
� electronic conductivity (S m−1)
� tortuosity
e electronic potential (V)
i ionic potential (V)
˚ volume fraction of electron-conducting particles in

the reaction zone layers
˚ij dimensionless function

Subscripts
bl backing layer
el electrolyte layer
ref reference
rl reaction zone layer
Superscripts
eff effective

and understanding of SOFCs, it is imperative to develop a math-

ematical model which accounts for complex transport processes
with chemical and electrochemical reactions. The present model
can be used to predict cell performance and gain insights on the
physical, chemical and electrochemical processes occurring in dif-
ferent layers of the cell.
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Over the past few years, many researchers have developed
node-supported SOFC models [3,5,7–11], which can be broadly
lassified into macro- or micro-models, depending on the treat-
ent of electrodes. In macro-models, electrodes are modeled

s porous structures of purely electron-conducting particles and
lectrochemical reactions are considered to occur exclusively at
he electrode/electrolyte interfaces, thereby treating reaction zone
ayers as interfacial boundary conditions [3,5,8–11]. Whereas, in

icro-models, electrodes are modeled as porous structures of
lectron- and ion-conducting particles. Essentially, electrodes in
icro-models are treated as reaction zone layers having triple

hase boundaries (TPBs) scattered throughout the electrodes
7,12–15,41]. However, most of the micro-models are electrode-
evel models predicting the electrochemical characteristics of an
lectrode, either anode or cathode; only recently Nam and Jeon
7] integrated this approach into a cell-level model. Additionally,
am and Jeon [7] and many others [12,15–18] concluded that the
PBs are most active at the electrode/electrolyte interface and most
f the electrochemical reactions in the electrodes occur within a
istance of the order of 10 �m from the electrolyte. Conversely,
ost of the macro-models are cell-level models predicting the cell

erformance at different operating and design conditions. Incorpo-
ation of micro-characteristics of electrodes into macro-models not
nly helps in better understanding the relevant processes occurring
ithin the electrodes, but also enhances the predicting capabil-

ty of the overall cell model. One of the novelties of the present
odel is its treatment of the electrodes. An electrode in the present
odel is treated as two distinct layers referred to as the backing

ayer and the reaction zone layer for electrochemical reactions, thus
erving as a bridge connecting the micro- and macro-approach of
odeling electrodes. The other important feature of the present
odel is its flexibility in fuel choice; not only pure H2 but also any

eformate composition (H2, H2O, CO, CO2 and CH4) can be used
s a fuel. Further, the modified Stefan–Maxwell equations incor-
orating Knudsen diffusion are used to model multi-component
iffusion in the porous electrodes. Moreover, chemical reactions
uch as water–gas shift reaction and methane reforming reaction
re considered in the anode of an SOFC.

The objective of this study is to develop a mathematical model
f an SOFC that combines the micro- and macro-models and takes
nto account all the relevant physical, chemical and electrochemi-
al processes in different layers of the cell and predicts all forms of
verpotentials. The developed model is then applied to analyze per-
ormance characteristics of planar anode-supported SOFCs. Finally,
he effect of various key operating and design conditions on the
erformance of an anode-supported SOFC is investigated.

. Model formulation

A schematic of a planar anode-supported SOFC is shown in Fig. 1.
ince the geometry is symmetric about the middle-axis of the flow
hannel, the schematic shown is the right half cross-section of the
ell. A typical anode-supported SOFC consists of a thick anode, a
elatively thinner electrolyte and cathode. However, in the present
ormulation, two finite distinct layers are considered between the
lectrodes and the electrolyte, which are referred to as the anode
eaction zone layer and the cathode reaction zone layer, respec-
ively. The computational domain is shown by a dashed line, which
ncludes the land portion of the interconnects interfacing the back-
ng layers, the porous portion of the backing layers interfacing the
ow channels, the backing layers, the reaction zone layers, and the

lectrolyte layer.

The cell is assumed to operate under steady state and the param-
ters vary in the x (across the cell) and y (transverse) directions.
he convective flux is negligible in the porous backing and reac-
ion zone layers when compared to the diffusive flux of gaseous
Fig. 1. Schematic of an anode-supported planar solid oxide fuel cell considered in
this study.

species, which means the primary mode of species transport in
the porous backing and reaction zone layers is by diffusion [5]. For
instance, according to Yakabe [4], the calculated diffusion flux of H2
at 1 A/cm2is about 0.23 mole/m2s, which is four orders of magni-
tude higher than convective flux (1 × 10−4 mole/m2s). The reactant
gas mixtures are approximated as ideal gases with negligible Soret,
Dofour and gravity effects. Since the reaction zone layers are con-
sidered as separate regions, there are no electrochemical reactions
(either oxidation or reduction) in the backing layers. Moreover, in
the present study, it is assumed that there is no electrochemical
oxidation of CO in the anode reaction zone layer. In addition, the
electrolyte layer is assumed to be a dense solid such that reactant
gas crossover can be neglected. With these assumptions, the cell
model is formulated and described in the following sections.

2.1. Backing Layers

Backing layers are porous structures, which provide flow paths
for the reactants to and products from the reaction zone layers.
They also conduct electrons through their solid portion, thereby
providing a flow path for the transport of electrons. Therefore,
the processes that need to be modeled in the backing layers are
transport of multi-component mixture of species to and from the
reaction zone layers along with chemical reactions (water-gas shift
and methane reforming) in the anode backing layer, transport of
electrons in the solid portion of the porous structures, and trans-
fer of energy due to heat conduction, species diffusion and heat
generation/consumption due to chemical reactions and electron
migration.

The mathematical model governing the processes in the backing
layers is formulated by applying conservation of species equation
along with the modified Stefan–Maxwell equations incorporating
Knudsen diffusion for multi-component gas diffusion, conserva-
tion of electronic charge, and conservation of energy. The governing
equations are described as follows:
Species : ∇ · −→
N i = Ṡs,i (1)

Electronic charge : ∇ · −→
J e = 0 (2)

Energy : ∇ · −→q = Ṡe (3)
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here i ≡ CH4, H2, H2O,CO, and CO2 for anode; and i ≡ O2, and N2
or cathode, −→

N i is the molar diffusion flux of species i, Ṡs,i is the
pecies source term, −→

J e is the electronic current density, −→q is the
nergy flux, and Ṡe is the energy source term.

The diffusion flux in the porous layers can be determined using
he modified Stefan–Maxwell equations incorporating Knudsen dif-
usion for multi-component systems involving n species [19]:

xi =
n∑

j=1

1

cDeff
ij

(xi
−→
N j − xj

−→
N i) (4)

here c is the concentration of the mixture, xi is the mole fraction of
pecies i, −→N i is the diffusion flux of species i, and Deff

ij is the effective
iffusion coefficient, defined as

eff
ij = ε

�

(
DijDKn,i

Dij + DKn,i

)
(5)

here Dij is the ordinary or binary diffusion coefficient and DKn,i is
he Knudsen diffusion coefficient of species i, ε and � are porosity
nd tortuosity of the porous layers, respectively.

Since there is no chemical reaction in the cathode backing layer,
he species source term in Eq. (1) corresponds to zero; whereas, in
he anode backing layer, the species source term represents the rate
f production or consumption of species due to methane reforming
nd water–gas shift reactions, as given below:

Methane reforming reaction:

H4 + H2O � 3H2 + CO �H298 = 206 kJ mole−1 (6)

Water–gas shift reaction:

O + H2O � H2 + CO2 �H298 = −41.1 kJ mole−1 (7)

The volumetric reaction rates for the above reactions can be
ritten as

r = kfrpCH4 pH2O − kbrp3
H2

pCO (8)

s = kfspCOpH2O − kbspCO2 pH2 (9)

here rr and rs are volumetric reaction rates for the methane
eforming and water–gas shift reactions expressed in mole m−3 s−1,
fr and kbr are the forward and backward reaction rate constants for
he reforming reaction and kfs and kbs are the forward and backward
eaction rate constants for the water–gas shift reaction, respec-
ively. In terms of mole fractions, Eqs. (8) and (9) can be written
s

r = p2[kfrxCH4 xH2O − p2kbrx3
H2

xCO] (10)

s = p2[kfsxCOxH2O − kbsxCO2 xH2 ] (11)

here p is the total pressure. The equilibrium constants for the
ethane reforming and water–gas shift reactions can be deter-
ined from the following empirical relations [20]:

pr ≡ kfr

kbr
= 1.0267 × 1010 × exp(−0.2513�4 + 0.3665�3

+ 0.5810�2 − 27.134� + 3.2770) (12)

ps ≡ kfs

kbs
= exp(−0.2935�3 + 0.635�2 + 4.1788� + 0.3169) (13)

here

= 1000
T(K)

− 1 (14)
he forward reaction rate constants for the methane reforming and
ater–gas shift reactions are given as [20]:

fr = 2395 exp
(

−231,266
RT

)
(mole m−3 Pa−2 s−1) (15)
r Sources 189 (2009) 916–928 919

kfs = 0.0171 exp

(
−103,191 J mole−1

RT

)
(mole m−3 Pa−2 s−1)

(16)

where R is the universal gas constant and T is the temperature.
Knowing the forward reaction rate constants and equilibrium

constants for the methane reforming and water–gas shift reactions,
the backward reaction rate constants can be obtained using the first
equality in Eqs. (12) and (13).

Finally, the rates of production or consumption of various species
in the anode backing layer can be formulated as follows:

Ṡs,CH4 = −rr (17)

Ṡs,H2 = 3rr + rs (18)

Ṡs,H2O = −rr − rs (19)

Ṡs,CO = rr − rs (20)

Ṡs,CO2 = rs (21)

Using Ohm’s law, the electronic current density given in Eq. (2)
can be written in terms of electronic potential, then the conserva-
tion of charge in the backing layers becomes

Electronic charge : ∇ · (�eff
bl ∇e) = 0 (22)

where �eff
bl

is the effective electronic conductivity of the backing
layers, defined as

�eff
bl =

(
1 − ε

�

)
� (23)

where ε and � are the porosity and tortuosity of the porous backing
layers, respectively, and � is the electronic conductivity of the pure
backing layer material (or the bulk electronic conductivity).

The heat flux −→q in Eq. (3) accounts for the contributions result-
ing from interdiffusion of multi-component mixture in addition to
the conductive flux, which is expressed as

−→q = −keff
bl ∇T +

n∑
i=1

hi
−→
Ni (24)

where hi is the absolute enthalpy of the species i, and keff
bl

is the
effective thermal conductivity of the backing layers, defined as

keff
bl = εkf + (1 − ε)ks (25)

where kf is the thermal conductivity of fluid mixture in the back-
ing layers and ks is the thermal conductivity of the solid phase of
the porous backing layers. The thermal conductivity of the multi-
component fluid mixture is obtained as [21]

kf =
n∑

i=1

xiki⎛
⎝ n∑

j=1

xj˚ij

⎞
⎠

(26)

where xi is the mole fraction of species i in a mixture, ki is the
thermal conductivity of the pure component i, and ˚ij is defined as

˚ij = 1√
8

(
1 + Mi

Mj

)−(1/2)
[

1 +
(

�i

�j

)1/2(
Mj

Mi

)1/4
]2

(27)
where Mi is the molecular weight of species i, and �i is the dynamic
viscosity of pure component i.

The energy source term in Eq. (3) accounts for Joule heating
effect representing the resistance to electron flow in the solid phase
of porous backing layers and energy generation or consumption
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Table 1
Governing equations in the backing layers.

Governing equations Anode backing layer Cathode backing layer

Species ∇ · −→
N i = Ṡs,i ∇ · −→

N i = 0

Modified S-M �xi =
∑n

j=1
1

cDeff
ij

(xi
−→
N j − xj

−→
N i) �xi =

∑n

j=1
1

cDeff
ij

(xi
−→
N j − xj

−→
N i)

E
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lectronic charge ∇ · �eff
bl

∇e = 0

nergy ∇ ·
(

keff
bl

∇T
)

−
(∑n

i=1
cpi

−→
Ni

)
· ∇T + J2e

�ef
bl

ue to chemical reactions in the anode backing layer, which can be
xpressed as

˙ e = J2
e

�eff
bl

(28)

ubstituting the expressions of energy flux and energy source term
n Eq. (3), the final form of energy equation in the backing layers
ecomes

·
(

keff
bl ∇T

)
−
(

n∑
i=1

cpi
−→
Ni

)
· ∇T + J2

e

�eff
bl

−
(

n∑
i=1

hiṠs,i

)
= 0 (29)

here cpi is the specific heat at constant pressure for the species i.
It is worthwhile to mention that the last term on the left-hand

ide of above equation vanishes for cathode backing layer since
here is no chemical reaction in the cathode. The governing equa-
ions in the backing layers are summarized in Table 1.

.2. Reaction zone layers

Reaction zone layers are relatively thin layers having thicknesses
f the order of 10 �m. These are the regions where fuel and oxi-
ant are electrochemically converted into electrical work, heat
nd water vapor. Since both electron- and ion-conducting parti-
les co-exist with reactant species, these regions can be treated as
omposite electrodes.

Reaction zone layers have been modeled as thin film models,
andom resistor network models, random packing sphere mod-
ls or macroscopic porous-electrode models, respectively. The thin
lm models [22,23] are based on the assumption that the three
hases of reaction zone layers (i.e., electronic, ionic, and gas)
orm straight paths from the electrolyte to the backing layers.
ecause of this assumption in thin film models, the reaction zone

ayers are represented by a very ordered structure in place of
ighly disordered structure as observed in the experimental fea-
ures of composite electrodes [15]. In random resistor network

odels [24,25], the composite electrode is assumed to consists
f electron- and ion-conducting particles packed together to form
continuous network. These models involve storage of informa-

ion in terms of individual particle locations and connectivity
ith other particles to construct resistor networks, followed with

alculation of electric potential at each particle location. Due
o high computational costs, the use of random resistor net-
ork models is limited to problems with small specimen size

7]. In random packing sphere models [13,14,41], the composite
lectrode is assumed to be spherical particles of electron- and
on-conducting materials packed together at random. Due to ran-
omness of these models, the random resistor network models
nd random packing sphere models are also referred to as Monte
arlo resistor network models and Monte Carlo packing sphere

odels, respectively. On the other hand, macroscopic porous-

lectrode models are based on the assumption that the composite
lectrode is represented by the particles of electron- and ion-
onducting materials packed together at random and disregards
he actual geometric details of the individual particles. Instead, the
∇ · �eff
bl

∇e = 0
n

i=1
hiṠs,i

)
= 0 ∇ ·

(
keff

bl
∇T
)

−
(∑n

i=1
cpi

−→
Ni

)
· ∇T + J2e

�eff
bl

= 0

composite electrode is described in terms of continuous-average
quantities. Hence, in the present model, the macroscopic porous-
electrode approach is used to model reaction zone layers, which
according to Sunde [15] is the most practical method for applied
research.

The processes that need to be modeled in the reaction zone lay-
ers are transport of multi-component mixture of species to and
from the reaction sites along with chemical (water–gas shift and
methane reforming) and electrochemical reactions, respectively
transport of electrons and ions in the electron- and ion-conducting
particles, and transfer of energy due to heat conduction, species
diffusion, heat generation/consumption due to chemical and elec-
trochemical reactions and electron and ion migration.

The conservation of species equation governing the transport
of multi-component mixture in the reaction zone layers is similar
to the backing layers given in Eq. (1) except the source term,
which accounts for the consumption or production of species
due to electrochemical reactions in addition to the chemical
reactions described in the anode backing layer. Again, the modified
Stefan–Maxwell equations given in Eq. (4) are used to model the
diffusion flux in the reaction zone layers. The equations governing
the transport of electrons and oxide ions in the electron- and
ion-conducting particles of the reaction zone layers are described
as follows;
Anode reaction zone layer:

Electronic charge : ∇ · −→
J e = Ra (30)

Ionic charge : ∇ · −→
J i = −Ra (31)

Cathode reaction zone layer:

Electronic charge : ∇ · −→
J e = −Rc (32)

Ionic charge : ∇ · −→
J i = Rc (33)

where Ra and Rc are the volumetric current densities produced in
the anode and cathode reaction zone layers due to H2 oxidation and
O2 reduction reactions, respectively, which are represented by the
general Butler–Volmer equations, expressed as

Ra = AvJH2
0,ref

(
cH2

cH2,ref

)�H2 {
exp
(

˛nF�

RT

)
− exp

(
− (1 − ˛)nF�

RT

)}
(34)

Rc = AvJO2
0,ref

(
cO2

cO2,ref

)�O2 {
exp
(

−˛nF�

RT

)
− exp

(
(1 − ˛)nF�

RT

)}
(35)

where Av is the actual reactive surface area per unit volume, JH2
0,ref

and JO2
0,ref

are the reference exchange current densities for H2 oxida-
tion and O2 reduction reactions at reference concentrations cH2,ref

and cO2,ref
, respectively, ˛ is the charge transfer coefficient (or sym-

metry factor), whose value lies between zero and one, n is the

number of electrons participating in the electrochemical reaction
and � is the electrode activation overpotential (anode or cathode),
defined as

� = i − e (36)
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n order to enhance the predictive capability of the model, the
xpression used to model the reactive surface area per unit volume
s based on random packing of binary spherical particles developed
y Costamagna and Honegger [41], which is given as

v = � sin2 �r2
elntnelnio

ZelZio

Z
pelpio (37)

here � is the contact angle between the electron- and ion-
onducting particles in the reaction zone layers, rel is the radius of
he electron-conducting particles, nt is the total number of particles
er unit volume, nel and nio are the number fractions of the electron-
nd ion-conducting particles in the reaction zone layers, respec-
ively, Zel and Zio are the coordination numbers of the electron- and
on-conducting particles in the reaction zone layers, respectively,

is the total average number of contacts of each particle and pel

nd pio are the probabilities of the electron- and ion-conducting
articles in the reaction zone layers, respectively.

The parameters required to obtain the reactive surface area per
nit volume (Av) are calculated using the following expressions
41,15]:

t = 1 − �

(4/3)�r3
el

[nel + (1 − nel)(rio/rel)
3]

(38)

here � is the porosity of the reaction zone layers:

el = ˚

[˚ + ((1 − ˚)/(rio/rel)
3)]

(39)

here ˚ is the volume fraction of the electron-conducting particles
n the reaction zone layers:

el = 3 + (Z − 3)

[nel + (1 − nel)(rio/rel)
2]

(40)

io = 3 + (Z − 3)(rio/rel)
2

[nel + (1 − nel)(rio/rel)
2]

(41)

here Z is the total average coordination number, equal to 6 [15]:

el = [1 − (2 − Zel−el/2)2.5]
0.4

(42)

io = [1 − (2 − Zio−io/2)2.5]
0.4

(43)

here

el−el = nelZ
2
el

Z
(44)

io−io = nioZ2
io

Z
(45)

he species source terms in the anode and cathode reaction zone
ayers due to electrochemical reactions are related to volumetric
urrent density produced through Faraday’s law of electrochemical
eaction, and are described as follows:
node reaction zone layer:

˙ s,H2 = −	H2Ra

nF
(46)

here Ra is the volumetric current density produced due to H2
xidation reaction given in Eq. (34), n is the number of electrons
articipating in the electrochemical reaction, F is the Faraday’s con-
tant, and 	H2 is the stoichiometric coefficient of the H2 involved in
he oxidation reaction expressed in the following form [26]:

2 + O2− − H2O → 2e− (47)

athode reaction zone layer:
˙ s,O2 = −	O2Rc

nF
(48)

here Rc is the volumetric current density produced due to O2
eduction reaction given in Eq. (35), and 	O2 is the stoichiometric
r Sources 189 (2009) 916–928 921

coefficient of the O2involved in the reduction reaction expressed in
the following form [26]:

1
2

O2 − O2− → 2e− (49)

Expressing the electronic and ionic current densities in terms of
electronic and ionic potentials through Ohm’s law, Eqs. (30)–(33)
become
Anode reaction zone layer:

Electronic charge : ∇ · (�eff
rl ∇e) = −Ra (50)

Ionic charge : ∇ · (�eff
rl ∇i) = Ra (51)

Cathode reaction zone layer:

Electronic charge : ∇ · (�eff
rl ∇e) = Rc (52)

Ionic charge : ∇ · (�eff
rl ∇i) = −Rc (53)

where the effective electronic and ionic conductivities in the reac-
tion zone layers are determined as follows:

�eff
rl = ˚

(
1 − �

�

)
� (54)

�eff
rl = (1 − ˚)

(
1 − �

�

)
� (55)

where ˚ is the volume fraction of the electron-conducting particles
in the reaction zone layers, � and � are the conductivities of pure
electron- and ion-conducting materials, respectively.

The conservation of energy equation in the reaction zone layers
is similar to the backing layers except the energy source term, which
is expressed as

∇ · (keff
rl ∇T) −

(
n∑

i=1

cpi
−→
Ni

)
· ∇T −

(
n∑

i=1

hiṠs,i

)
+ Ṡe = 0 (56)

where keff
rl

is the effective thermal conductivity of the reaction zone
layer, calculated as

keff
rl = εkf + (1 − ε)[˚kel + (1 − ˚)kio] (57)

where kf is the thermal conductivity of the fluid mixture in the
reaction zone layers obtained using Eq. (26), ˚ is the volume frac-
tion of the electron-conducting particles in the reaction zone layers,
kel and kio are the thermal conductivities of pure electron- and
ion-conducting materials, respectively.

The energy source term Ṡe in the reaction zone layers is repre-
sented as
Anode reaction zone layer:

Ṡe = |J2
e |

�eff
rl

+ |J2
i
|

�eff
rl

+
∣∣∣Ra

nF

∣∣∣ (−T(�s̄)H2,ox) + Ra� (58)

where the first term on the right-hand side (RHS), (|J2
e |)/(�eff

rl ),
represents the Joule heating effect due to the resistance to the
electron flow in the electron-conducting particles of the anode
reaction zone layer, the second term, (|J2

i
|)/(�eff

rl
), represents the

Joule heating effect due to the resistance to the ion flow in the
ion-conducting particles of the anode reaction zone layer, the third
term, (|Ra/nF |(−T(�s̄)H2,ox)), represents the reversible heat gen-
eration due to the electrochemical H2 oxidation reaction, and the
last term, Ra�, represents the irreversible heat generation due to
electrochemical H2 oxidation reaction.
In order to find the reversible heat generation due to the elec-
trochemical reaction in the anode reaction zone layer, the entropy
change between the reactants and the products has to be deter-
mined. However, the entropy of formation for the ions and electrons
are not known. Therefore, the entropy change for an overall SOFC
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Table 2
Governing equations in the reaction zone layers.

Governing equations Anode reaction zone layer Cathode reaction zone layer

Species ∇ · −→
N i = Ṡs,i ∇ · −→

N i = Ṡs,O2

Modified S-M �xi =
∑n

j=1
1

cDeff
ij

(
xi

−→
N j − xj

−→
N i

)
�xi =

∑n

j=1
1

cDeff
ij

(
xi

−→
N j − xj

−→
N i

)
Electronic Charge ∇ ·

(
�eff

rl
∇e

)
= −Ra ∇ ·

(
�eff

rl
∇e

)
= Rc

Ionic Charge ∇ ·
(

�eff∇i

)
= Ra ∇ ·

(
�eff∇r

)
= −Rc

E
J2
i

�eff
rl

+

,i

)
= 0

r
o

H

t

(

H
c

S

w
r
C

S

w
s
fl
t
h
c
t
h
a
d
e

2

n
o
r
c
a
t
p

I

E

w
c
r

S

w

are zero.
The internal boundaries I1 and I4 represent the interfaces

between the backing and reaction zone layers. The boundary condi-
tions at these boundaries are continuous flux boundary conditions
for the species and electronic potential, where the molar flux

Table 3
rl

nergy ∇ ·
(

keff
rl

∇T
)

−
(∑n

i=1
cpi

−→
Ni

)
· ∇T + J2e

�eff
rl

+∣∣ Ra
nF

∣∣(−T
H2 (�s̄)H2

)
+ Ra� −

(∑n

i=1
hiṠs

eaction is determined in place of overall half-cell reactions. The
verall SOFC reaction is

2 + 1
2

O2 � H2O(g) (59)

The change in entropy between the products and reactants for
he above overall SOFC reaction is

�s̄)H2
= s̄H2O − s̄H2 − 1

2
s̄O2 (60)

The entropy change in the anode reaction zone layer during the
2 oxidation reaction is assumed to be a fraction of the entropy

hange for the overall SOFC reaction, so that

˙ e = |J2
e |

�eff
rl

+ |J2
i
|

�eff
rl

+
∣∣∣Ra

nF

∣∣∣ (−T
H2 (�s̄)H2
) + Ra� (61)

here 
H2 is the fraction of the entropy change for the overall SOFC
eaction of H2.
athode reaction zone layer:

˙ e = |J2
e |

�eff
rl

+ |J2
i
|

�eff
rl

+
∣∣∣Rc

nF

∣∣∣ [−T(1 − 
H2 )(�s̄)H2
] + Rc� (62)

here the first term on the right-hand side, (|J2
e |)/(�eff

rl ), repre-
ents the Joule heating effect due to the resistance to the electron
ow in the electron-conducting particles of the cathode reac-
ion zone layer, the second term, (|J2

i
|)/(�eff

rl
), represents the Joule

eating effect due to the resistance to the ion flow in the ion-
onducting particles of the cathode reaction zone layer, the third
erm, (|Rc/nF |(−T(1 − 
H2 )(�s̄)H2,ox)), represents the reversible
eat generation due to the electrochemical O2 reduction reaction,
nd the last term, Rc�, represents the irreversible heat generation
ue to the electrochemical O2 reduction reaction. The governing
quations in the reaction zone layers are summarized in Table 2.

.3. Electrolyte layer

The electrolyte layer in SOFC is fully dense with no intercon-
ected porosity. The function of the electrolyte layer is to conduct
xide ions produced in the cathode reaction zone layer to the anode
eaction zone layer, thus completing the electrical circuit. The pro-
esses which need to be modeled are the transport of oxide ions
nd transfer of energy due to heat conduction and heat genera-
ion due to ion migration. The conservation equation governing the
rocesses in the electrolyte layer are given as

onic charge : ∇ · −→
J i = 0 (63)

nergy : ∇ · −→q = Ṡe (64)

here −→
J i is the ionic current density, which is equal to the cell

urrent density −→
J , and Ṡe is the energy source term due to the
esistance to the transport of oxide ions, which is expressed as

˙ e = J2

�
(65)

here � is the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte.
rl

∇ ·
(

keff
rl

∇T
)

−
(∑n

i=1
cpi

−→
Ni

)
· ∇T + J2e

�eff
rl

+ J2
i

�eff
rl

+

| Rc
nF |
(

−T(1 − 
H2 )(�s̄)H2

)
+ Rc� = 0

Using Ohm’s law and Fourier’s law of heat conduction, the ionic
current density and heat flux are expressed in terms of the ionic
potential and temperature, respectively; the above conservation
equations become

Ionic charge : ∇ · (�∇i) = 0 (66)

Energy : ∇ · (kele∇T) + J2

�
= 0 (67)

where � and kele are the ionic and thermal conductivities of the
electrolyte, respectively. The governing equations in the electrolyte
layer are summarized in Table 3.

2.4. Boundary conditions

Since SOFC modeling involves interdependent transport pro-
cesses in different components, the specification of boundary
conditions includes both external and internal boundary condi-
tions [27]. The locations at which boundary conditions are required
in the model are illustrated in the schematic shown in Fig. 1. The
locations of the external boundary conditions are represented by
E1–E6; whereas, the locations of the internal boundary conditions
are represented by I1–I4. Since a planar SOFC is symmetric about
the middle of the flow channel, symmetric boundary conditions
are applied at E1. The boundaries E2 and E6 represent the inter-
faces between the gas flow channels and the backing layers, where
composition of gaseous species are specified, electronic current
densities are insulated, and the temperature at these boundaries
is specified as the inlet temperatures of gas streams. The bound-
aries E3 and E5 represent the land portions of the interconnects
which are in contact with the backing layers, where the mass fluxes
of species are zero, electronic potential is set as ground potential at
boundary E3, and either cell potential or current density is specified
at boundary E5 depending upon the approach used in the particu-
lar simulation. Since the computational domain only includes the
land portions of the interconnects, the temperatures are specified
at boundaries E3 and E5 as first approximations, instead of con-
tinuous heat flux boundary conditions, which are applicable when
the interconnects are included in the computational domain. The
boundary E4 represents the external boundary, where insulated
boundary conditions are applicable, which means the molar flux
of species, current densities (electronic and ionic), and heat flux
Governing equations in the electrolyte layer.

Governing equations Electrolyte layer

Ionic charge ∇ · (�∇i) = 0

Energy ∇ · (kele∇T) + J2

� = 0
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Table 4
Boundary conditions.

Boundary/internal locations Conditions

E1 ∂xi
∂y

= ∂e
∂y

= ∂i
∂y

= ∂T
∂y

= 0
E2 and E6 xi = specified;−→J e · −→n = 0; T = specified
E3 −→

N i · −→n = 0; e = 0; T = specified
E4 −→

N i · −→n = −→
J e · −→n = −→

J i · −→n = −→q · −→n = 0
E5 −→

N i · −→n = 0; −→
J e · −→n = J; T = specified

I1 and I4 −→
N · −→n | = −→

N · −→n | ; −→
J · −→n | = −→

J · −→n |
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Table 5
Parameters used for model validation.

Operating temperature, Top (K) 1023.0
Total pressure, p (atm) 1.0
Reference fuel composition, xH2 ; xH2O 0.8; 0.2
Anode electrode layer thickness, ta (�m) 1950.0
Anode reaction zone layer thickness, tarz

(�m)
50.0 [11]

Resistivity of electron-conducting
particles, �el (�m),

2.98 × 10−5 exp
(

− 1332
T

)
[33]

Resistivity of ion-conducting paricles, �io

(�m),
2.94 × 10−5 exp

(
10350

T

)
[33]

Porosity, ε 0.46
Tortuosity, � 4.5
Pore diameter, dp (�m) 2.6
Contact angle between electron- and

ion-conducting particles, �
15◦ [41]

Radius of electron-conducting particles, rel

(�m)
0.1 [13,15]

Radius of ion-conducting particles, rio (�m) 0.1 [13,15]
Volume fraction of electron-conducting

particles, ˚
0.5 [12,15]

Reference H2 concentration, cH2

(mole m−3)
10.78

Reference exchange current density for H2
H −2

1320 [5]

equal to 0.8. Argon was added to the system to vary the reactant con-
centration such that the ratio of the mole fractions of hydrogen and
water vapor is 4:1. It can be seen that increasing the reactant con-
centration decreases the concentration overpotential difference.
i bl i rl e bl e rl−→
J i · −→n | = 0; −→q · −→n |bl = −→q · −→n |rl

2 and I3 −→
N i · −→n = 0; −→

J e · −→n = 0; −→
J i · −→n = J

−→q · −→n |rl = −→q · −→n |el

nd electronic current density are continuous; whereas, insulated
oundary condition applies for the ionic potential, which implies

onic current density is zero. The interfaces between the reaction
one layers and the electrolyte layer are represented by I2 and
3. Since the electrolyte is an electron insulator with no intercon-
ected porosity, the molar flux of species and electronic current
ensity are zero at these interface boundaries. Whereas, the bound-
ry condition for the ionic potential depends on the approach used
n fuel cell modeling. As it is known in fuel cell modeling, either
urrent density is specified to obtain the cell potential or vice
ersa. When current density is specified, the ionic current den-
ity at these boundaries (I2 and I3) is set equal to the cell current
ensity; however, when cell potential is specified to obtain the cur-
ent density, the ionic current density at these boundaries (I2 and
3) is continuous. Similarly, the heat flux is continuous at these
oundaries irrespective of the approaches used. Finally, the bound-
ry conditions expressed in mathematical form are summarized in
able 4.

. Numerical implementation

The governing equations tabulated in Tables 1– 3 need to be
iscretized to obtain the numerical solution. Since the mathemat-

cal model governing the processes in different layers of an SOFC
s based on the conservation principle, the discretization scheme
ommonly used for problems involving conservative laws is a well-
nown method, often referred to as finite volume method or control
olume method [28,29]. The application of finite volume method to
uel cell related problems has already been recognized by various
esearchers [30,31].

The governing discretized equations form a system of algebraic
quations, whose solution can be obtained using a direct or an iter-
tive method. For the present problem, which is highly non-linear,
nvolving interdependent variables with multi-component mixture
f species, an iterative solver is used to obtain the solution of the
iscretized governing equations.

The grid (numerical mesh) is uniform locally but non-uniform
lobally, which means the mesh size is uniform within a layer or
omponent of the computational domain. Finer mesh sizes are used
n the reaction zone layers than in the backing layers to capture
he electrochemical reactions and other processes. Grid sensitiv-
ty tests are performed to ensure grid independent solution. For
nstance, beyond the grid size of 150 × 50, no significant change
s observed in the species distribution in different layers of the
ell.

. Model validation
Model validation is as important as model development. It helps
n determining the range of validity and accuracy of the model.
owever, only few researchers [4,5,32] have shown the validation
f their SOFC models. The parameters used in the validation of the
resent model are listed in Table 5. Most of the parameters are
oxidation, J 2
0,ref

(A m )
Reaction order for H2 oxidation, �H2 0.5

Source: Yakabe et al. [4].

obtained from Yakabe et al. [4], who reported the measured data for
concentration overpotential for a ternary mixture at different cur-
rent densities. The thickness of the anode is reported to be 2 mm, of
which 50 �m is treated as the thickness of the anode reaction zone
layer, which is in accordance with the depth of the reaction zone
reported by Lehnert et al. [11] for an anode thickness of 2 mm.

Fig. 2 shows the comparison between the model prediction and
measured data at 0.7 A cm−2. The abscissa of Fig. 2 represents the
variation in reactant concentration, while the ordinate represents
the difference between the actual and reference concentration over-
potential. The reference concentration overpotential was measured
when there was no argon in the system at hydrogen mole fraction
Fig. 2. Model validation.
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Table 6
Fuel composition used in the simulation.

Species Mole fraction

CH4 0.171
H2 0.263
H2 O 0.493
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Table 7
Base case parameters used in the simulation.

Operating temperature, Top (K) 1073.0
Total pressure, p (atm) 1.0
Oxidant composition, xO2 ; xN2 0.21; 0.79
Anode backing layer thickness, ta (�m) 1950.0
Anode reaction zone layer thickness, tarz (�m) 50.0
Electroyte thickness, te (�m) 20.0
Cathode backing layer thickness, tc (�m) 50.0
Cathode reaction zone layer thickness, tcrz

(�m)
10.0

Resistivity of electron-conducting particles in
anode, �el (�m),

2.98 × 10−5 exp
(

− 1332
T

)
[33]

Resistivity of ion-conducting paricles, �io

(�m),
2.94 × 10−5 exp

(
10350

T

)
[33]

Resistivity of electron-conducting particles in
cathode, �el (�m)

8.11 × 10−5 exp
(

600
T

)
[33]

Thermal conductivity of electrodes, kel

(W m−1)
3 [34]

Thermal conductivity of electrolyte, kio

(W m−1)
2 [34]

Porosity, ε 0.3 [15]
Tortuosity, � 4.5 [4,17]
Pore diameter, dp (�m) 1.0 [5]
Contact angle between electron- and

ion-conducting particles, �
15◦ [41]

Radius of electron-conducting particles, rel

(�m)
0.1 [13,15]

Radius of ion-conducting particles, rio (�m) 0.1 [13,15]
Volume fraction of electron-conducting

particles, ˚
0.5 [12,15]

Reference H2 concentration, cH2 mole m−3 10.78
Reference O2 concentration, cO2 mole m−3 2.38
Reference exchange current density for H2

oxidation, JH2
0,ref

A m−2
1320 [5]

Reference exchange current density for O2 200 [41]
O 0.029
O2 0.044

ource: Lehnert et al. [11].

his is due to increased reactant concentration at the reactant sites,
hich results in reducing the concentration overpotential. Further,

t can be seen that the concentration overpotential difference pre-
icted by the model is in excellent agreement with measured data.
he coefficient of determination or R2 value, an indicator between
and 1, reveals how closely the predicted values correspond to
easured data, is obtained as 0.989.

. Results and discussion

The developed model not only predicts the concentration over-
otential but also predicts the activation and ohmic overpotentials,
hich in turn helps in predicting the overall performance of an

node-supported SOFC. The fuel composition and the base case
arameters used in the simulation are listed in Tables 6 and 7,
espectively.

Fig. 3 shows the cell performance resulting from the fuel compo-
ition and base case parameters listed in Tables 6 and 7, respectively.
he abscissa of Fig. 3 represents the current density (load), whereas
he primary (left) and secondary (right) ordinate represent the
ell potential and power density, respectively. The solid line cor-
esponds to the cell potential and power density when all the
verpotentials are subtracted from the reversible cell potential. The
verpotentials include anode overpotential, cathode overpotential
nd electrolyte overpotential. Anode and cathode overpotentials
nclude activation overpotentials due to the resistance to the charge
ransfer reactions, ohmic overpotentials due to the resistance to
he flow of electrons and ions in the reaction zone layers and

he resistance to the flow of electrons in the backing layers, and
oncentration overpotentials due to the resistance to the flow of
eactant species through the void spaces. Conversely, the dashed
ines correspond to the cell potential when anode overpoten-
ial, electrolyte overpotential, and cathode overpotential are not

Fig. 3. Base case performance of anode-supported an SOFC.
oxidation, JO2
0,ref

A m−2

Reaction order for H2 oxidation, �H2 0.5
Reaction order for O2 oxidation, �O2 0.5

included in obtaining the polarization curves. It can be seen that
the solid line representing the actual overpotential exhibits regions
of activation and concentration overpotentials at low and high cur-
rent densities, respectively. Specifically, these regions of activation
and concentration overpotentials are due to the cathode activation
and anode concentration overpotentials, which is evident from the
dashed lines neglecting cathode and anode overpotentials, respec-
tively. Additionally, it is observed that the maximum power density
obtained for an anode-supported SOFC using the fuel composi-
tion and base case parameters listed in Tables 6 and 7 is about
0.4 W cm−2. It is worthwhile to note that the average values of
activation overpotentials are used in obtaining the polarization
curves, since the values of activation overpotentials vary within the
reaction zone layers with maximum at the interface between the
reaction zone and electrolyte layers and minimum at the interface
between the backing and reaction zone layers.

It is also seen from Fig. 3 that the profiles without the anode
and cathode overpotentials exhibit almost similar performances
for current density upto about 1 A cm−2, indicating comparable
magnitudes of anode and cathode overpotentials. However, at cur-
rent densities beyond 1 A cm−2, the profile without the anode
overpotential shows better performance. The reason for better
performance at higher current densities is because of anode con-
centration overpotential, which is not included in the profile
without anode overpotential. Further, it is observed that the con-
tribution of electrolyte overpotential is not negligible even though

its thickness is negligible relative to the thickness of the anode. To
better understand these observations, the anode overpotentials at
the base case condition are further investigated, and a typical result
is shown in Fig. 4. It is clear that the ohmic overpotential is the sin-
gle largest contributor to the overall anode overpotential and the
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ig. 4. The breakdown of the anode overpotentials at the base case conditions given
n Table 7.

ontribution of the activation overpotential is negligible. Moreover,
he concentration overpotential in the thick anode remains almost
onstant and close to zero for most of the current density range
onsidered in the present simulation before starting to increase
eyond about 1.1 A/cm2. The reasons for the anode concentration
verpotential being negligible even in the thick anode are because
f low fuel utilization (10%) and high reactant concentration due to
he chemical reactions (reforming and water–gas shift reactions).
or instance, methane reforming reaction produces three moles
f H2for every mole of CH4consumed during the reaction; simi-
arly, water–gas shift reaction produces a mole of H2 for every mole
f CO consumed during the reaction. A useful comparison of the

node concentration overpotential with and without considering
hese chemical reactions is shown in Fig. 5. Even at low fuel utiliza-
ion, the concentration overpotential in the anode-supported SOFC
ecomes significant when there are no chemical reactions in the

ig. 5. Comparison of the anode concentration overpotential at the base case con-
itions given in Table 7. The chemical reactions refer to the methane reforming and
ater–gas shift reactions that produce hydrogen in the anode.
r Sources 189 (2009) 916–928 925

anode and can be as high as 0.1 V at higher current densities. How-
ever, it is still three orders of magnitude smaller than the anode
ohmic overpotential.

In contrast to the anode concentration overpotential, the cath-
ode concentration overpotential in an anode-supported SOFC is
negligible. This is again due to the small thickness of the cathode
and low oxidant utilization (10%). However, the contributions of
the cathode activation and cathode ohmic overpotentials are sig-
nificant to the total cell potential loss, which is evident from Fig. 6.
Further, it is clear from Figs. 4 and 6 that the ohmic overpotential is
the single largest contributor to the cell potential loss even in the
anode-supported SOFCs, which is often reported to be negligible.
Furthermore, it can be seen from Figs. 4 and 6 that the profiles of
the anode and cathode ohmic overpotentials show different degrees
of non-linear trends with current density. This is due to the larger
thickness of the anode reaction zone layer than the cathode reaction
zone layer resulting in the spatial limitation of oxide ion trans-
port in the anode reaction zone layer [40]. Further, the temperature
dependent ionic conductivity of the ion-conducting particles in the
reaction zone layers contributes to the non-linear behavior of the
ohmic overpotentials.

In order to probe the robustness of the model, a parametric
study has been performed to examine the effect of operating and
design conditions on the performance of an anode-supported SOFC.
Moreover, as it is rightly stated by Alkhateeb et al. [35] that a com-
prehensive model would analyze the effect of macroscopic and
microscopic characteristics of the electrodes on the performance
of the cell. To start with, the effect of operating temperature on the
performance of an anode-supported SOFC is shown in Fig. 7. Anode-
supported SOFCs typically operate between 823 K and 1073 K [3]. In
the present simulation, temperature in the typical range is varied
to examine its effect on the performance of an anode-supported
SOFC. The reaction rate constants for the chemical reactions are
valid for the temperature range considered in the present sim-
ulation [20]. Further, the other operating and design parameters
are kept constant in accordance with the base case parameters. It
can be seen that increasing the operating temperature of the cell

increases the performance of an anode-supported SOFC. It can also
be seen that increasing the operating temperature increases the
limiting current density, which corresponds to the current density
at the zero cell potential. Moreover, the power density increases

Fig. 6. The breakdown of theCathode overpotentials at the base case conditions
given in Table 7.
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However, tortuosities for the porous layers of SOFC have been exper-
imentally determined to be in the range of 2.5–6.0 [11,17,40,42].
Therefore, in the present simulation, tortuosity of the porous layers
has been varied between 3.0 and 6.0. Increasing the tortuosity of
ig. 7. Effect of operating temperature on the performance of an anode-supported
OFC.

ith the increase in operating temperature, with its peak shifted
owards higher current densities at higher temperatures. The rea-
on for the increase in the cell performance with temperature is
rimarily due to the increase in the temperature dependent ionic
onductivity of the ion-conducting particles in the reaction zone
ayers, which in turn reduces the contribution of the ohmic over-
otential of the electrodes. Further, the ionic conductivity of the
lectrolyte increases with the increase in operating temperature,
esulting in better cell performance. The increase in the limiting
urrent density with operating temperature is due to the fact that
he molecular diffusivity of the species increases with tempera-
ure, which reduces the resistance to the mass transport in the thick
node, and thereby reduces the anode concentration overpotential
ith temperature. Although there are many incentives in reducing

he operating temperature but there is a significant drop in cell per-
ormance just by reducing the temperature from 1073 K to 973 K,
hich is evident from Fig. 7. Hence, the ionic conductivity of the

on-conducting particles in the reaction zone layers and electrolyte
eed to be enhanced in order to operate anode-supported SOFCs
elow 1073 K.

The thickness of the reaction zone layers is one of the important
arameters in SOFC electrodes. Different values are reported in lit-
rature, based on the thickness of the electrode ranging from 10 �m
o 50 �m [11,17,36–39]. The effect of the anode reaction zone thick-
ess on the performance of an anode-supported SOFC is shown in
ig. 8. The operating and other design parameters are kept the same
s those in Table 7. In addition, the combined thickness of the anode
acking layer and the reaction zone layer is kept at 2 mm. Increasing
he reaction zone thickness increases TPBs in the reaction zone layer
esulting in the increased rate of electrochemical reaction, which
n turn reduces the activation overpotential. However, increasing
he reaction zone thickness increases the distance through which
xide ions and electrons migrate to reach the reaction sites. Due to
he poor ionic conductivity of the ion-conducting particles, increas-
ng the reaction zone thickness increases the ohmic overpotential.
he balance between the decrease in the activation overpotential
nd the increase in the ohmic overpotential reflects the improve-
ent in the cell performance with respect to the increase in the

node reaction zone thickness. A close observation of Fig. 8 reveals

hat there is no significant increase in the performance when the
node reaction zone thickness is increased from 30 �m to 70 �m,
n fact, the performance is reduced at higher current densities.

The effect of porosity on the performance of an anode-supported
OFC is illustrated in Fig. 9. All other operating and design param-
Fig. 8. Effect of the anode reaction zone thickness on the performance of an anode-
supported SOFC.

eters are kept the same as for the condition shown in Table 7. It
is seen that increasing the porosity of the porous layers decreases
the performance of an anode-supported SOFC; however, the per-
formance increases with increasing the porosity at higher current
densities. This is due to the reduction in mass transport resistance
with increasing porosity of the porous layers at higher current den-
sities. In contrary, increasing the porosity decreases the effective
conductivities of the porous layers resulting in the increased con-
tribution of ohmic overpotentials for most of the current density
range considered in the present simulation.

Fig. 10 shows the effect of tortuosity of the porous layers on
the performance of an anode-supported SOFC. Again, all the other
design and operating parameters are set equal to the base case
parameters given in Table 7. One of the primary deficiencies of some
of the earlier models is the need to invoke unreasonably large tortu-
osity values in the range of 10–17 [5,41]. The reason of invoking such
large tortuosities is to produce the concentration overpotential [40].
Fig. 9. Effect of porosity on the performance of an anode-supported SOFC.
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Fig. 10. Effect of tortuosity on the performance of an anode-supported SOFC.

he porous layers increases the resistance to mass diffusion due to
ncreased diffusion path length, which results in the reduction of
eactant concentration at the reaction sites; as a result, the contri-
utions of activation and concentration overpotentials to the cell
otential loss increases with the increase of tortuosity. Further,
he effective conductivities of the porous layers decreases with the
ncrease of tortuosity resulting in the increase of ohmic contribu-
ion of the porous layers to the cell potential loss, and hence cell
erformance decreases with the increase of tortuosity, as shown in
ig. 10.

The composition of the electron-conducting particles in the
eaction zone layers is an important parameter affecting the cell
erformance, and its effect is shown in Fig. 11. The composition is
epresented by the volume fraction of the electron-conducting par-
icles (˚) in the reaction zone layers, which is varied from 0.4 to
.6 and its effect on the cell performance is illustrated in Fig. 11.

he other operating and design conditions remain the same as the
ase case parameters given in Table 7. It is seen that increasing the
olume fraction of the electron-conducting particles in the reac-
ion zone layers from 0.4 to 0.5 increases the performance of an

ig. 11. Effect of the volume fraction of the electron-conducting particles in the
eaction zone layers on the performance of an anode-supported SOFC.

[
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anode-supported SOFC; however, further increase in the volume
fraction of the electron-conducting particles in the reaction zone
layers results in the reduction of cell performance. This is due to the
fact that the largest reactive surface area for electrochemical reac-
tions is achieved when the dimensions and volume fractions of the
electron- and ion-conducting particles are equal [41]. Moreover, the
effective electronic and ionic conductivities in the reaction zone lay-
ers are functions of the volume fraction of the electron-conducting
particles; increasing ˚ beyond 0.5 increases the effective electronic
conductivity but decreases the effective ionic conductivity in the
reaction zone layers resulting in an increase in the ohmic overpo-
tential, and thereby decreasing the cell performance.

6. Conclusions

A general electrode–electrolyte-assembly (EEA) model has been
developed for the performance characteristics of planar anode-
supported solid oxide fuel cells. One of the novel features of the
present model is its treatment of the porous electrodes composed of
two distinct layers, referred to as the backing layer and the reaction
zone layer. The present model is fuel flexible and includes methane
reforming and water–gas shift reactions in the anode. The coupled
governing equations of species, charge and energy along with the
constitutive equations in different layers of the cell are solved using
finite volume method. The present model can predict all forms of
overpotentials in the electrodes and the predicted anode concen-
tration overpotential is validated with measured data available in
literature. An excellent agreement is obtained between the pre-
dicted and measured concentration overpotential with coefficient
of determination as high as 0.989. It is found that the anode overpo-
tential is the largest contributor to the cell potential loss at higher
current densities, followed by cathode and electrolyte overpoten-
tials. Although the thicknesses of the cathode and the electrolyte
in an anode-supported SOFC are negligible relative to the thick-
ness of the anode but the contribution of cathode and electrolyte
overpotentials are not negligible. In addition, even at low fuel uti-
lizations, the contribution of anode concentration overpotential in
an anode-supported SOFC becomes significant when there are no
chemical reactions in the anode. However, the anode concentra-
tion overpotential is still three orders of magnitude smaller than
the anode ohmic overpotential. Reducing the operating tempera-
ture below 1073 K results in a significant drop in the performance
of an anode-supported SOFC; hence ionic conductivity of the ion-
conducting particles in the reaction zone layers and electrolyte
need to be enhanced to operate anode-supported SOFCs below 1073
K. Further, the anode reaction zone thickness of 50 �m is found to
be an optimal thickness for the conditions investigated in this study.
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